Message from Osaka International Peace Center

—At Our New Start with the Exhibition Renewal—

Exhibition Room

A
In 1945, Osaka was Enveloped in Fire.

The intense bombings of Osaka, which reached their peak on May 20, 1945, burned down the city from the air raids, as well as the last four square kilometers of Osaka.

B
When the World was Embattled in War.

The world was embattled in war, and Osaka was one of the most affected cities. The destruction caused by the war left Osaka in a state of chaos and desolation.

C
Life in Osaka During the War.

The war brought a significant change to Osaka, as the city was forced to adapt to the new reality. People had to adjust to the shortages of food and fuel, and the city was transformed into a war-time zone.

D
Osaka Reduced to Ashes, with Many Casualties.

The war caused many casualties in Osaka, as the city was reduced to ashes and many people were killed.
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